


  

Read the words on the coins. The pirates can only keep the coins which 
have real words on them. Which coins can the pirates keep?  

Read the words on the coins. The pirates can only keep the coins which 
have real words on them. Which coins can the pirates keep? 

Keep the Coins 

Day 1 Phonics Focus: Phase 3 Real and Nonsense Words 

greeb sheep ling quick 

marb light church 



  

Two letters are missing from this word. Choose which pond the fish 
should live in by deciding which letters will help to make a real word. 

Gone Fishing 

Day 2 Phonics Focus: Phase 4 Consonant Clusters 

fa__ 

st nd mp nt 



  

Two letters are missing from this word. Choose which pond the fish 
should live in by deciding which letters will help to make a real word. 

Gone Fishing 

Day 2 

st nd mp nt 

cho__ 

Phonics Focus: Phase 4 Consonant Clusters 



  

Two letters are missing from this word. Choose which pond the fish 
should live in by deciding which letters will help to make a real word. 

Gone Fishing 

Day 2 

st nd mp nt 

ti__ 

Phonics Focus: Phase 4 Consonant Clusters 



  

Two letters are missing from this word. Choose which pond the fish 
should live in by deciding which letters will help to make a real word. 

Gone Fishing 

Day 2 

st nd mp nt 

lo__ 

Phonics Focus: Phase 4 Consonant Clusters 



  

Gone Fishing 

Day 2 

st nd mp nt 

fo__ 

Two letters are missing from this word. Choose which pond the fish 
should live in by deciding which letters will help to make a real word. 

Phonics Focus: Phase 4 Consonant Clusters 



  

Nonsense Names 

Day 3 Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words 

Alan the Alien is only allowed to land on planets that have got 
nonsense names. Can you click on the nonsense word before Alan’s 

spaceship runs out of fuel?  

play phim 

huge 



  

Nonsense Names 

Day 3 Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words 

Alan the Alien is only allowed to land on planets that have got 
nonsense names. Can you click on the nonsense word before Alan’s 

spaceship runs out of fuel?  

wheel toe 

maunt 



  

Nonsense Names 

Day 3 Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words 

Alan the Alien is only allowed to land on planets that have got 
nonsense names. Can you click on the nonsense word before Alan’s 

spaceship runs out of fuel?  

chake 

beads 

blue 



  

Nonsense Names 

Day 3 Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words 

Alan the Alien is only allowed to land on planets that have got 
nonsense names. Can you click on the nonsense word before Alan’s 

spaceship runs out of fuel?  

cloud frize 

trolley 



  

Nonsense Names 

Day 3 Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words 

Alan the Alien is only allowed to land on planets that have got 
nonsense names. Can you click on the nonsense word before Alan’s 

spaceship runs out of fuel?  

haunt graph 

smirt 



  

My Name Is… 

Day 4 Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Split Digraphs 

Can you use the graphemes below to give these people a new name? 
Their names must be real words. You can use the graphemes more 

than once. 

a_e         e_e         u_e         j         p         n         t         s         v 

Hello! My 
name is 

             . 

People 
call me 

             . 

I’m          
Pleased to 
meet you. 

Steve 

June 

Pete 



  

Silly Mr Whoops! 

Day 5 Phonics Focus: ‘ar’ sound 

Mr Whoops is in a real muddle with 
his juggling. Can you help him to 
make as many real words as possible 
using the sounds inside his juggling 
balls? 

Every word must contain the sound 
inside Mr Whoops’ special pink 
juggling ball.  

How many real words can you make?  

p 

m 

s 

d 

k y 

b 

h 

f 

ar 



  

Silly Mr Whoops! Possible Answers 

Day 5 

How many real words did you make? 

 Did you make any of these words…  

f ar + = far 

d ar + = dark 

y ar + = yard 

k + k 

k + d 

p 

m 

s 

d 

k y 

b 

h 

f 

ar 

Phonics Focus: ‘ar’ sound 




